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Canada, water communication: an account of the progress which has been made in the works for the improvement of
the water communication between Montreal and Kingston, by the Rideau and Ottawa rivers, of the sums actually
expended, and the probable cost of so much of these works as still remains to be executed.

What do I need to know about verbal and non-verbal communications? Canadians jealously guard personal
space and privacy, making them very reserved people. It takes a while for them to warm up to newcomers, but
this does not mean that Canadians are not welcoming. They are quite civil and polite. Thus a first contact will
almost never include discussion on personal aspects of their lives, such as earnings, weight, diets, health
conditions, etc. This may change as the relationship develops or if it fits with the purpose of the meeting.
When lining up in a public place, the bank for instance, Canadians require at least 14 inches of space and some
people need more. This rule should be applied when speaking to Canadians, especially if the speaker is a man
addressing a woman. Men and women need and protect their space, sometimes with an active signal or else
with more subtle body language that has to be monitored at all times. The rules vary from province to
province, eg: Typically, people from Quebec greet each other using more physical signs such as hugs and
kisses and may offer kisses on the cheek to newcomers after a few encounters. Men tend to gesture more while
conversing than women, and young people more than older people. In general; there is a unspoken code of
decorum that has to be observed in public places and which can only be broken in big gatherings such as an
outing to a restaurant. Making eye contact is a sign of respect and sincerity. It also signals a real engagement
between speakers. Most of the issues of communication, especially tone of voice, directedness, and even
making eye contact are inscribed in a complex dynamics of gender and class; those with more prestige can
afford to break the rules and have the licence to initiate or limit the degree of expression in the interaction.
Canadians differ from one another. In general, however, Canadians expect a high degree of respect for public
and especially for private property and space. Canadians will not necessarily maintain constant eye contact,
but it is considered a sign of dishonesty or insecurity if a person refuses to or is reluctant to make eye contact.
Canadians usually shake hands with both men and women, particularly in a public or professional setting. In
some cases, especially among friends in French-speaking circles, men and women will often give each other a
kiss on each cheek. In English Canada, good friends will sometimes hug each other. Generally, men do not
touch other men beyond the standard handshake unless they have reached a fairly high level of comfort with
that person or they are playing sports. This rule is similar for contact between men and women. Women are
less bound by these rules. Family members will often maintain close physical contact with young children.
Many Canadians find a lot of hand movement while talking distracting or even annoying; some see it as a sign
of insecurity. Nevertheless, Canadians may expect people of other cultures to use more hand movements and
gestures. One gesture to avoid is waiving the index finger from side to side. Cultural Information - Display of
Emotion Question: Are public displays of affection, anger or other emotions acceptable? Consistent with a
strong sense of personal space and with protestant prudence, it is not that common to see Canadians displaying
affection in public. Strangers have verbally scorned me when I am hugging my partner on the street. Yelling in
public is uncommon, unless people are inebriated or having a fit of road-rage. In the event that there is scene
of violence or someone is being attacked verbally or physically , it is likely that the Police would be called to
intervene. Canadians, in general, avoid conflict and confrontation and thus it is not common for people to
intervene directly. The rules for reacting and displaying affection and emotions are quite similar in offices
private or public sector. Decorum is highly valued and this implies limits on the types of displays of affection.
The greeting is a handshake, irrespective of the rank or gender of the persons. Well-acquainted colleagues may
permit themselves more open expressions of affection, including kisses on the cheeks Canadians - if and when
they kiss - usually would give two kisses, one on each cheek. Canadians do not appreciate aggressive
behaviour or driving and have a low tolerance for shouting and public displays of affection. Many Anglophone
Canadians are uncomfortable with strong demonstrations of emotions, particularly if it is with someone they
do not know well. In Quebec or in many immigrant communities, emotions may be more freely expressed.
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What should I know about the workplace environment deadlines, dress, formality, etc. For the most part,
Canada is a relatively informal and relaxed country. The common dress code for offices is informal to casual
for both men and women. This may vary when comparing private and public sectors, the latter being the more
informal. Larger cities are dressier than smaller towns. Canadian women wear little make-up and their clothes
can be relatively conservative and comfortable. Younger women can be seen in more revealing clothes and
wearing more flattering outfits, especially in schools. In general, Canadians wear very dark and sober tones. In
summer, white and brighter colours are permissible. In keeping with the relaxed yet reserved attitude of the
country, it is important to observe some basic rules when meeting someone for the first time: As time passes,
the initial formalities will be replaced by a more comfortable relationship. Junior people may address
managers and superiors by their first name and establish a more equal relationship. Most often than not, the
direction of the relationship is determined by those in higher ranks. Work styles and pace differ between
workplaces but it is important to be clean. Most Canadian work environments are very relaxed in terms of
dress and level of formality, although shorts and jeans are not that common in office environments. Women
tend not to wear very revealing or tight-fitting clothing, although this depends on the individual and on the
workplace and the sector. In French, madame is used by default. Do not use Madam or Madame in English.
Madam is frequently used sarcastically and disrespectfully and Madame is associated with the managers of
brothels! Quebec culture tends to be more hierarchical and the formal vous form is frequently used for
strangers and elders especially in rural areas. However, the informal tu is used much more freely than in
France or many other French-speaking countries. Many workplaces have some degree of flexibility in terms of
hours worked and punctuality. Serving clients well and rapidly is usually a high priority. Overtime is often
expected, especially in management positions. Lateness is not received well but, depending on the workplace,
arriving five or ten minutes late occasionally with a good excuse is usually within the realm of the acceptable.
How will I know how my staff view me? Canada is a place where innovation and hard work are well-regarded
qualities at work and elsewhere. Canada, as many other industrialized countries, is seeing a growing trend
towards credentialism. Thus, young and experienced managers may possess 2 or 3 university degrees, and
some see the necessity to retrain in order to stay competitive and current with the job market needs and
increase their chances at a job. Similarly, newcomers to Canada have better chances of being successful in the
market if they have suitable credentials. Personal charisma, diplomacy and tact as well cultural sensitivity are
quite crucial for the success of a manager in facing and adequately dealing with the challenges of a new
cultural setting which may have different work ethic and codes for behaviour. If the issue is a contentious one,
some people may voice their opinions, and others may not since they may think that voicing their objections
may threaten their job security. Canadian directedness and assertiveness must be used strategically in difficult
cases. A manager is expected to deal with and handle conflict in a constructive manner to minimize
disruptions to normal activities the office. As persons in a position of leadership, they must lead by example.
They are expected to meet deadlines and observe procedures and rules of the office. Academic and
professional skills give some indication of background but experience is also highly valued and ultimately you
will be judged by your performance and ability to get the job done. Age, social status and connections are not
typically given a lot of weight; however, their importance should not be underestimated. Teamwork is often
considered an ideal form of working. It is important to show confidence as well as humility and good listening
skills. Canadians tend to appreciate approachability and problem-solving abilities over authoritarian styles of
management. The same would apply for a non-local manager, although fair degree of adaptation to the
Canadian environment would be expected since most foreigners are not distinguished from immigrants.
Cultural Information - Hierarchy and Decision-making Question: In the workplace, how are decisions taken
and by whom? Is it acceptable to go to my immediate supervisor for answers or feedback? This does not mean
that decision can go unchallenged, and for the most part, it is at this point that managers may take steps to
include other voices. Ideas for decisions may come from subordinates as well from management. This can
happen in a meeting, a consultation, or a survey. Many places reward and encourage participation and
initiative, which may include asking clarifying questions, or offering an alternative to an idea. Younger
employees expect to be mentored and guided to grow professionally. They also expect to be given space to
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make contributions and express innovative ideas, although, as indicated above, the opportunities may be
limited. NGOs make more efforts to flatten the hierarchical structures and strive for working from a
consensus-building point of view. This type of situation is more desired than actualized. Canadians in general
believe that authority can be challenged, and they raise questions when the situation is propitious. Decisions
tend to be made by managers and there would be a direct correlation between the seriousness of the matter and
the level of authority at which a decision would be made or resolution sought. Consensus is considered
desirable but not imperative.
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Underwater acoustic communication Sound travels far in water, and underwater loudspeakers and
hydrophones can cover quite a gap. Apparently, both the American SOSUS and the Russian Navy have placed
sonic communication equipment in the seabed of areas frequently traveled by their submarines and connected
it by underwater communications cables to their land stations. If a submarine hides near such a device, it can
stay in contact with its headquarters. An underwater telephone sometimes called Gertrude is also used to
communicate with submersibles. Hence a submarine at shallow depth can use these frequencies. A vessel
more deeply submerged might use a buoy equipped with an antenna on a long cable. The buoy rises to a few
meters below the surface, and may be small enough to remain undetected by enemy sonar and radar. Due to
the low frequency, a VLF broadcast antenna needs to be quite large. In fact, broadcasting sites are usually a
few square kilometres. This prevents such antennas being installed on submarines. Submarines carry only a
VLF reception aerial and do not respond on such low frequencies, so a ground-to-submarine VLF broadcast is
always a one-way broadcast, originating on the ground and received aboard the boat. If two-way
communication is needed, the boat must ascend to periscope depth just below the surface and raise a
telescopic mast antenna to communicate on higher frequencies such as HF , VHF , or UHF. Because of the
narrow bandwidth of this band, VLF radio signals cannot carry audio voice , and can transmit text messages
only at a slow data rate. Low frequency communications are generally at 10kHz or lower. The penetration
depth in seawater is only a few meters, and a very long antenna wire is required to float near the surface.
Building an ELF transmitter is a formidable challenge, as they have to work at incredibly long wavelengths:
Obviously, the usual half-wavelength dipole antenna cannot be feasibly constructed. Instead, one has to find
an area with very low ground conductivity a requirement opposite to usual radio transmitter sites , bury two
huge electrodes in the ground at different sites, and then feed lines to them from a station in the middle, in the
form of wires on poles. Although other separations are possible, the distance used by the ZEVS transmitter
located near Murmansk is 60 kilometres 37 miles. As the ground conductivity is poor, the current between the
electrodes will penetrate deep into the Earth, essentially using a large part of the globe as an antenna. The
antenna is very inefficient. To drive it, a dedicated power plant seems to be required, although the power
emitted as radiation is only a few watts. Its transmission can be received virtually anywhere. It was noticed in
the West in the early s. ELF transmissions[ edit ] The coding used for U. The entire transmission was then
encrypted. The advantages of such a technique are that by correlating multiple transmissions, a message could
be completed even with very low signal-to-noise ratios , and because only a very few pseudo-random
sequences represented actual message characters, there was a very high probability that if a message was
successfully received, it was a valid message anti-spoofing. The communication link is one-way. No
submarine could have its own ELF transmitter on board, due to the sheer size of such a device. Attempts to
design a transmitter which can be immersed in the sea or flown on an aircraft were soon abandoned. Thus it is
reasonable to assume that the actual messages were mostly generic instructions or requests to establish a
different form of two-way communication with the relevant authority. Standard radio technology[ edit ] A
surfaced submarine can use ordinary radio communications. Where available, dedicated military
communications satellite systems are preferred for long distance communications, as HF may betray the
location of the submarine. Combining acoustic and radio transmissions[ edit ] A recent technology developed
by a team at MIT combines acoustic signals and radar to enable submerged submarines to communicate with
airplanes. The transmitter sends sound signals, which travel as pressure waves. When these waves hit the
surface, they cause tiny vibrations. Above the water, a radar continuously bounces a radio signal off the water
surface. While promising, this technology is still in its infancy and has only been tested in relatively controlled
environments with small surface ripples.
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We are a Canadian, international award winning advertising and communications firm located in St. John's,
Newfoundland Canada.

Our Network Why WaterComm? WaterComm addresses a clear, unmet demand for a highly specialized
communication consultancy with a depth of knowledge on water policy Strategy Development What should
the specific communication objectives of an organization, water program, or campaign be? Change
Communication Change in the water sector will happen on all levels - local, national, regional, global.
Strategic communication will explain it. Campaign Development Thorough analysis of the issues to be
addressed, a strong campaign identity, and other elements come into play in making your water campaign
successful. Knowledge Management The global water sector grapples with the concept and huge potential of
Knowledge Management - We train and advise. Our Network We know our comparative advantage - and we
know what others can do better, faster, or cheaper than us. WaterComm â€” The Water Communication
Consortium â€” is a unique global strategic communication firm with a dedicated focus on global water policy
issues. We created WaterComm after our founding partners each spent more than a dozen years providing
communication counsel to diverse international policy organizations in countries around the world, many of
which worked on global water policy. These water clients included multilateral organizations, national
governments, think tanks, civil society, and the private sector. We got to know these organizations, their
leadership, the substance of various water issues, and the complex network of organizations working on global
water policy, and we concluded that a clear, unmet demand exists for a highly specialized communication
consultancy with a depth of knowledge on water policy and the ability to effectively engage water
stakeholders across the globe. We created WaterComm as a way to marry this realization with our existing
commitment to improving global water outcomes and our belief that effective global communication always
lies at the strategic center of affecting policy and behavior change. He has worked at the World Bank and the
International Finance Corporation, as a senior leadership team member at a high profile international think
tank, in the US Congress, on US presidential campaigns, and as vice president of a global strategic
communication firm dedicated to international development issues. He has worked on global water policy
since with clients including multilateral organizations, academic institutions, national governments, research
organizations, and civil society. He has supported the development and establishment of several successful
brands, including the African Water Facility, the European Innovation Partnership on Water, and others. She
has a flair for information architecture and repackaging technical information into a variety of user-friendly
knowledge products for wide audiences. Strategy Development Communication activities in the water sector
often lack sufficient analysis, consideration of diverse interests, and a strategic approach. What can and should
communication do to help achieve objectives? What should the specific communication objectives of an
organization, program or campaign be? What human and financial resources are available for communication
and how can we use them in an efficient manner? WaterComm develops short, innovative, and effective
communication strategies for water-related challenges on all levels. Our strategies are based on analysis,
decades of experience, and our ambition to add value with well thought-through communication activities and
approaches. Start where you are. Use what you have. Do what you can! WaterComm associates have notable
experience in developing water sector-specific as well as other communication strategies. We are always
interested in hearing about new water communication challenges. Write or call us. We can support your water
challenge! Many are afraid of it. People like to remain in their comfort zone, and doing things differently is
not often on their agenda. Significant change is needed and will happen in the water sector, whether we like it
or not. Strategic communication approaches and thinking have a huge role to play when it comes to
accompanying change and reform processes, be they political, social, environmental, or all of them together.
An increase in the price of water. Unreliable patterns of rain and drought. These are just some examples of
different kinds of change in the water sector. WaterComm associates have notable experience in developing
change communication strategies and managing them. The many communication barriers identified and to be
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overcome include lack of political will, an unclear mandate of the IRU and diverse interests of different
stakeholders. The reform process is slowly on-going - we have learned and know that communication can
contribute to making the necessary institutional changes happen, explain and advocate for them, and help
build alliances â€” but only when the time is ripe for doing so Campaign Development WaterComm develops
and implements water-related campaigns, in countries, on continents and globally. Through our well-thought
through approaches, we work to ensure that your campaign is a success! We fine tune your efforts and build
alliances to ensure your work will be a success. Many elements come into play in making a campaign
successful - thorough analysis of the issues to be addressed, a strong brand or campaign identity, and a clear
focus among them. Our decades of experience enable us to develop the best approach for you and design a
distinctive and powerful water campaign. We design effective media relations strategies and campaigns. We
would like to hear about your water story and position it in the global media. Reference Project The news
business. But one thing will never change â€” raising the profile of crucial international issues like global
water policy will always require formulating substantive, hard-hitting, data-driven stories with significant
news value. When a story is presented in the right way, it generates extraordinary exposure in international,
national, and local media alike. That exposure in turn will always reach a broader audience than any other
communication product. Between and , he worked with senior leaders at the World Bank, the World Water
Council, the host countries of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th World Water Forums, and others to generate nearly
non-stop global news coverage of key themes in international water policy. These stories regularly reached an
audience of more than one billion people in print, online, and in broadcast. They were an essential part of
making water a key development issue for the 21st Century, and they dramatically increased the number of
participants in the World Water Forums they were designed to support. The organizers of the 3rd World Water
Forum in Kyoto credited these stories with helping to bring more than , people to the event when they had
expected only about participants. Knowledge Management Knowledge Management - KM - is a systematic
approach to identifying, acquiring, capturing, transforming, developing, disseminating, using, sharing and
preserving knowledge that is relevant for achieving the specific objectives of an organization. The global
water sector and many organizations working in it grapple with the concept and potential of KM. WaterComm
aims to integrate and use Knowledge Management techniques and approaches in its projects. Our Network We
collaborate with trusted partners in order to operate on a global level and in countries around the world. We
know our comparative advantages â€” and we know what others can do better, faster or cheaper than us. Our
network of trusted partners consists of individual experts and agencies with additional expertise. Revolve
Water is a digital portal connecting water and energy around the Mediterranean and beyond with the latest
news, special reports, photo essays, regional features, exclusive interviews and expert advice. The Company is
a specialist, independent publishers of international water sector news and intelligence, producing five
subscription-based email newsletters every week. Die Medialen is an experienced internet agency providing
dynamic internet solutions: Our international team is committed to producing reliable, flexible and secure
websites and internet solutions on any scale for clients worldwide. It was founded in in Vienna, Austria. The
KM Associates aim at implementing challenging and complex projects and support companies to improve
their KM Practice. Knowledge Management Austria is the research, innovation and community center, that
develops new concepts, methods and instruments in Knowledge Management. Odenthal Design â€”
Sustainability Culture Promotion Our range of design services includes idea generation, development and
implementation of communication strategies. We give our clients unique and inspirated solutions they need to
convey their message, brand or product effectively. You may expect innovative thoughts and 17 years of
experience in the field of sustainability in once. We design green for various ministries, international
federations, NGOs and enterprises as well as i. With offices in Washington, Vienna, and Nairobi, WaterComm
addresses a clear, unmet demand among water policy organizations for communication strategies built around
a deep understanding of complex water policy issues and the ability to effectively engage the disparate global
water stakeholders that influence them. The firm provides innovative strategy, communication, branding,
advocacy, knowledge management, risk and crisis communication, and public affairs services. The firm has
spent the year leading up to its debut quietly working with governments, foundations, and international
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research, policy, and advocacy organizations seeking to increase their influence in the global water policy
debate. The groups that treated communication as a key driver of their strategy thrived, while those that treated
communication as a peripheral support skill did not. Real change only happens when great knowledge is
matched with effective communication and knowledge management techniques. These techniques enable
planners to identify, formulate, and document development programs that allow for effective consultations
that take into account stakeholder needs, attitudes and traditional knowledge. Last but not least, these
techniques contribute to organizational learning and efficient knowledge sharing. Strategic communication
plays an important role in promoting the uptake of innovative technologies and improved practices to ensure
access to safe drinking water in Africa. They bring their subject matter expertise and their ability to navigate
the complex water policy community to every project.
4: Ocean Technology Systems
Water pollution is a growing global concern, and Canadian water sources are no exception. Despite significant progress
over the last 20 years, there is still much work to be done to solve the pollution issues in Canada.

5: How Serious Is Water Pollution in Canada?
On Notice for a Drinking Water Crisis in Canada 2 Acknowledgments The Council of Canadians would like to thank the
following individuals and groups that contributed to.

6: Team | WaterWerks Communications
At CS Communication & Systems Canada, we develop, validate, verify and certify safety and mission critical embedded
software. Our customers are Tier1 and Tier2 that design systems & subsystems for the aeronautics, defense, space,
and automotive industries, and they develop systems for engine controls, avionics, autonomous driving, and many more.

7: Canada Map / Map of Canada - www.enganchecubano.com
Buy underwater communication, full face masks, communication kit, receiving unit, transceiver, buddy phone, and more
at www.enganchecubano.com Over brand name scuba diving products with full manufacturer's warranties and % price
protection.

8: Infrastructure Canada - Wikipedia
Canada's original inhabitants originated in Asia; as they searched for food, people from that continent crossed the
Bering Strait between Alaska and Russia.. Over an indefinite period of time, a wide variety of unique Indian cultures and
nations developed and prospered across most of North America, including all of Canada.

9: The World Factbook â€” Central Intelligence Agency
Water SCADA & Automation Solutions. Bentek Systems has helped numerous customers with various water systems.
We provide expert engineering design and installation for the most complex SCADA and Telemetry applications.
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